Bridget Riley, born 1931
*Shadowplay*, 1990
Oil on canvas
PD.56-1996
LOOK

- How many colours can you see?
- How many things can you find with stripes on in your house?
- Do you like the painting?

COPY

Can you make the image at home with household items? We tried to make our own version of this Monet painting. What do you think of our version of ‘The Rock Needle and the Porte d'Aval’?
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Ideas of household items you could use; towels, socks, paper, clothes, anything you can find!

Make!

Try to design and colour in your own Bridget Riley!

Materials:
- Paper
- Pen or Pencil
- Ruler
- Coloured pens/paint/tissue paper
Draw vertical lines across the page

Then draw diagonal lines at 45 degrees in each column
Do the same on the next column, this time start your lines a little lower than the column before. When your page is filled up start painting or colouring in!

You could also try cutting up coloured shapes and collage them to design your own abstract print.